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ThThis publication has one main purpose, provide a firm understanding of the Reserve Component (RC) environment.
_

ere are many new terms, procedures, and requirements that should alert and remind the reader that the RC miSSiOH
is not an easy one to accomplish. Second Army hopes that the publication of this pamphlet will stimulate a greater
interest in the RC and will serve as a reference for those required to work with and understand the National Guard and
[he U.S. Army Reserve‘

The RC mrssrons are the same as the Active Component (AC). All the requirements that AC units must meet. and
then some, face the RC commanders and their units. RC units must be actively involved in retention, maintenance of
personnel and nance records, in addition to readiness for theirmobilization mission. With only one weekend a month
and fifteen days of annual training (39 days total) RC unit members must spend some of their free time to P13“ and
9FgartiZ§ the training for the weekend meetings. Fulltimc stafng isminimal. The AC has 365 days a year to accomPIiSh
its mrssron, wrth fulltime strength and equipment.

C3363?) uait
members are citizen—soldiers with fulltime occupations outside the military. The quote "Twice the

time m hail!“ [:1st Churchill rs reality today. The Citizen Soldiers of today give their weekends and summer vacation

some RC min?“ and Prepare for the day when their country might call on them in time ofwar or national emerghettc)“

RC ‘
r res never have a vacation because the unit member will sacrice a vacation to attend annual tramrng.

soldiers make sacrices just to be RC soldiers. Do not forget that.

angigzdmiggls
requrrements and the citizen soldier factor, is the geographic distance ofRC units from their headquarters

n
i

n Support. Some BN commanders must travel 250 miles a weekend to visit their units. A11 units do not
ecessanly meet on the same weekend, therefore 2—3 weekends may be required for that commander just [o Visit his

units. AC installation support is normally required for annual weapons qualifications, physical examinalions,
pamgmphic X-l'ays. yet these installations ma be 150 m'l . . mblems
that [he AC soldier must undersmnd.

y 1 CS away from the RC unit. These are RC unique p

(1:? “Pits have a minimum.“ two 'egmma‘e Chains 0f command, peacetime and wartime. Training guidance should
V6 rom the wartime chain. That chain can follow, cross. and interface AC, NG and the USAR lines. Coordination

‘mOUEh “$86 chains, can be difcult when all three entities are involved. The peacetime chain does follow pure NG
or USAR lines.

The lack of time, skeletal fulltime support, geographies, chain of command, all must be considered to achieve full
“Paterstanding of the RC. There was a time when the RC was the "bench warmer". In the Army of today. there i5 no
P e or a second team. Second Army must assist the RC, the soldier, the unit, and their family. The RC must achieVe
an unprecedented state of readiness e ual to th

’ ' ’ '
35. , err AC counte arts. The Sis thatre utr

we" l “nus to resolve.
q rp y must be ready to meet any cn q
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INTRODUCTION

The successful integration of new doctrine, organizations. and equipment into the current force requires me
synchronization of multiple levels of command and diverse management structures and systems. This cannot be
accomplished unless leaders at all levels understand as much about how the Army runs as they do about how it intends
to ght. Force integration involves a series of interrelated actions. both horizontally and vertically across the Army.
The actions, which must be integrated to build a more capable force, are essentially those that structure. man, equip,
and train units. Doctrine. organizations, people, equipment and training are inexorably linked in building a combat-
ready force; however, the management structures and systems that support them are not. Knowledgeable leadership is
required to provide that linkage. This publication is meant to assist in that eort and is intended as a primer on how
the reserve components mn as a portion of the total force or "One Army Concept."

A text produced by the US Anny War College, titled "Anny Command and Management: Theory and Practice",
describes the Funcu'onal Life Cycle Model of the Army in Chapter 3. The elements of the model are put into practice
for the Acu‘ve Component quite vividly, yet the Reserve Components, with their nuances and variances, are not
accurately described through this model. Therefore. this publication was created to describe the Reserve Components
system utilizing the life cycle model.

The chapters are aligned in a sequence which differs slightly from the Active Component model. This text begins
with Command Management and Leadership rather than Force Development, for the reason that the reader should
already understand that the Army has been created to meet the threat. The Reserve Component structure is signicantly
different. Therefore. the desire is to first portray the chain of command then proceed with Force Development.
Acquisition, Training. Distribution, Development. Deployment. Sustainment. Separation. and nally Resourcing.

The Reserve Components (RC) of the Anny consists of the Army National Guard (ARNG) and theU.S. Army Reserve
(USAR). lts purpose is to train to mobilize. deploy, ght. and win upon arrival to the gaining command, to include the
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CONUS base. Individual's service is completely voluntary. Both the ARNG and the USAR have Federal missions.
The ARNG also has a Slate mission, Lo provide organized units. equipped and trained to function effectively in the
protection of life and property and the preservation of peace, order, and public safety under competent orders of Federal
or State authorities. The Slate retains command of any unit not in Federal service. The chain of command differs
between the ARNG and the USAR. however. both are fully integrated into the Total Army and have wartime missions.
(Theater Reserve Components or RC will be used to describe situations where both the ARNG and USAR have pans
to p y .

The RC receives their authority from Section 262. Title 10, U.S. Code. which contains the general and permanent
laws goveming the Armed Forces. Various sections of Title 10 establish and govern the RC. Specic provisions of
the Code pertaining to the ARNG are contained in Title 32 of the U.S. Code.
The lines of authority in the RC are complex. At DA level, the two elements, each have their own Army level Staff

office. The Ofce of the Chief of the Army Reserve (OCAR) acts as a special staff adviser and manager on the Army
staff, a conduit to FORSCOM on resources for the USAR and manager, through the Army Reserve Personnel Center
(ARPERCEN). of the 300,000 1 soldiers who serve in the Individual Ready Reserve (IRR) rather titan in units. The
Director of the Army National Guard (DARNG), subordinate to the Chief, National Guard Bureau (CNGB). has
somewhat more authority and inuence with respect to ARNG units through regulatory and funding functions. The
CNGB is the channel of communications between DOD, DA and the respective states and ten’itories.

CNAIN OF COMMAND FOR THE USAR/AHNG
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At the Major Army Command (MACOM) level, command authority over the USAR is vested in the ClNC.
FORSCOM (USAREUR. SOCOM and WESTCOM also serve in the chain for those RC units located overseas);
however. while FORSCOM has certain responsibilities and requirements with regard to ARNG units, it is not their
command MACOM. Command responsibility for ARNG units is vested in the several state and territorial governors
who execute their responsibilities through Adjutants General (TAG). There is no singleMACOM which has peacetime
(when not in active federal service) "command" authority over the ARNG--there are 54 separate entities (50 states.
Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands. Guam, and the District of Columbia). This does not mean that there is no unifying
element, FORSCOM fulfills this role for the Army. but its formal and authorized relationship to the ARNG varies from
thatof its relationship to the USAR. These statutory requirements are the result of the dual responsibilities of the ARNG
for both state and federal service and their status by federal statute during periods in which they are not federalized.

Five, RC oriented, Continental United States Armies (CONUSA) are directly subordinate to FORSCOM and execute
CINC. FORSCOM's responsibilities within geographic areas (multiple states and territories). Their relationship to the
ARNG and USAR units is the same as FORSCOM's.

Below the CONUSA's the chain of command diverges into ARNG and USAR commands. These commands are
primarily area based and organized for peace time. The names and structure of higher commands differ between the
ARNG and USAR. In the ARNG with its preponderance of combat arms units and consolidation of units within single
states. commands tend to follow active Army structure. Tire primary exceptions to that structure are commands
commonly referred to as State Area Commands (STARC). Territorial Area Command (TERARC). and/or Troop
Commands. These organizations usually act as the peacetime headquarters for those units which are not organic to
brigade or equivalent units located within the state. Even in the ARNG. structure and command is not simple. Seven
of the ten ARNG divisions are split between two or more states. thus several TAGS oversee the uaining of elements of
these divisions. The wartime headquarters of RC units/commands are in the active An'ny, ARNG or the USAR. (This
structure is referred to as CAPSTONE, explained later.)
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. . . when l talk about the total force concept, I mean just that. This is a three-legged stool, whereby the Acve

Army, the National Guard, and the Reserve are coequal partners. This nation is equally dependent upon each
of the leg.

Honorable John O. Marsh, Jr.
Secretary of the Army
5 October 1981

THREAT

The ARNG and USAR are coequal panners with the active components for thepurpose of deterring aggression and.
if necessary, waging war. As a result of the promulption of the Total Force Pohcy

in 1973. the Reserve Components have achieved unprecedented levels of capability and readiness. That policy calls
for a mix of active and reserve component forces. fully utilizing all available assetsnto ensure that maJumum military
capability is achieved atminimum cost. The policy is fundamental to nauonal munty.

DESIGN

The Total Force Policy calls {oran intey'atedmilitary facewhich will requiremobilizationof all'orpartof the reserve
component for any major conict. The Department of Defense "rst to ght-first to be equipped policy supports the

Total Force Policy. Effective execution of this policy requires that increasing resources be allocated to the National
Guard and Reserve since some reserve component units and personnel will deploy in a nanonal emergency Simul-

taneously with. or even before. some active component organizau'ons.

TOTAL FORCE

52% oftotal army ls in RC (ARNG & USAR)

ARNG has - 42% ofRC manpower

predominantly combat arms

USAR has - 57% ofRC manpower

primarily CS and CSS units

27% ofRC manpower is in the IRR

RC service categories:

Ready Reserve ~ USAR Troop Program Unit ('I'PU) and ARNG unitmembers.

Standby Reserve - rained individual assigned tomanpower pool.

Retired Reserve - qualied for retirement, retired ormedically retired.

Some common terms relative to service categories)?»RC members

TPU - TroopProm Unit; membership entails participation for pay/benets

AGR - Active Guard Reserve; TPU members on active duty tours to support units

[MA - Individual Mobilization Augmentee; trained members assigned and train with
agencies prepared only upon mobilization

IRR - Individual Ready Reserve; a pool of trained personnel with some obligation remaining

ING - Inactive National Guard; ARNG members assigned to a unit in an adminisnative
“$80!?

The program that integrates all RC andACforees inta wartime organlun'ons thatprescribe wartime
missionsformostRC units is CAPSTONE.

Most significant AC/RC interface program

An organizational situan’on to manage the Total Force

Contingencies met through AC/RC combat package organization

Chain of command - RC units have two (normally)

peacetime - ARCOM/GOCOM (USAR); STARC (ARNG)

wartime - can have more than one

Training guidance provided by CAPSTONE, waru'me. headquarters.



Dinckd TrainingAssociation: (DTA; DA DCSOPS onma responsible command)

Roundout - RC units assigned and dwloy with AC

Afliation - AC provides assistance in mining lo like RC units

COR'I'RAm - AC/RC alignment for corps exercises

References: AR 11-30 and FCR 350-4.

Contribution to Total
Army Force Structure

usna
7* Combat

RECESS PEOPLE
PROCUHE EQUIPMENT HCQUISITON
BUY BEHL PROPERTY

Sufcient numbers of trained personnel in the RC are essential. Trained units are required for immediate deployment
to meet worldwide contingencies. Additionally, trained individuals must be available to replace casualties and ll other
units preparing for deployment.

Several programs have been initiated to enhance recruiting and retention in the RC. particularly in some individual
specialties which have signicant shortages. Excessive attrition of u-ained personnel from the RC adversely affects
readiness and results in costly additional training requirements. The Montgomery Gl Bill and other bonus programs
support recruiting and retention in the RC.

ACCESS PEOPLE

Enlisted - Two Methods

enlist directly for the RC - similar to AC accession
transfer from AC or other RC unit

Eight Year Commitment

all eight years can be in AC
all can be in RC (active with units)
partial AC then RC (active with unit)
partial AC then inactive RC status with IRR

References: AR 601 ~280 NGR 600-200
AR 140-10 NGR 600-100
AR 140-1 l 1

Wormnt Ofcer - Two Sources

AC uansfer
Appoinunent from within the RC - Civilian Aviation Accession Fromm
and Civilian Physician Assistant Program are pan of the RC appointment.

References: AR 135-100 and NGR 600-101.

Ofcer - Four Sources

ROTC
OCS (AC or RC)
Transfer from AC service
Direct commission (normally AMEDD; JAG or Chaplain)

References: AR 140-10 and NGR 600-100.



Simultaneous Membership Program (8MP)

The ROTC/SWproyam is designed to increase the number ofofcers entering the Selected Reserve om theROTC
pmyam. It is a voluntary program that requires RC enlisted sums for eligibility. The details of this program are fully
described in the references. howeva, the RC member after enlisted mining. is allowed to paru‘cipate in both the RC as
a TPU member and in the ROTC program at a college or university. 'Ihe member receives pay for both types of
participation and upon commissioning is normally accepted into the RC. TPU proyam.

References: AR 601-210 NGR 600.200

PROCURE - EQUIPMENT

Dedicated Procurement Program (DPP) is in place to improve the Equipment on Hand (EOH) readiness. The USAR
determines procurement based on FORSCOM and ARSTAF recommendations.

RC overall equipment capabilities

do not always match AC counterparts
RC experience/abilities with present equipment allows for deployment
some RC deploy before AC units
equipment shortage for RC = $14 billion plus (approximately)

Equipment distribution policy (based upon FAD, DAMPL)

integrate modemization and readiness levels
provide resources to achieve C-2 (80%) for.

forward deployed units
early deployable units

provide C-3 (65%) to remaining units
NGB policy is to crosslevel to C3 regardless of ll or mission

"Distribution to readiness" process

equipment coding process (ERC-A. B or C)
ERC-A = mission essential
ERC-A (all units AC/RC) are allocated rst

provides mme equipment to RC without AC degrading
Minimum Essential Equipment for Training (MEET)
Initiated in July 1983
Designed to remedy equipment shortages in RC
METL determines equipment needs at unit level
Unit prepares zero balance items list
List is forwarded through CONUSA. FORSCOM to DA
If approved. equipment redistribution occurs
Unit limited to 10% per line item of authorized

Minimum Essential Equipment for Trainlng

uNIY l CONUSA

Ia... Tr. / "mu...
am.-
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BUY REAL PROPERTY ‘

United States Property and FiscalOfficer (USPFO).

The USPFO is an ofcer (normally Colonel) of the National Guard ordered to active duty under the provisions of
Title 10, USC and works directly for the Chief. National Guard Bureau. (Each TAG does rate the USPFO). The USPFO
receives and accounts for Federal funds and property and provides nancial and logistical resources for themaintenance

of Federal property provided to the State. Moreover. the USPFO furnishes advice and assistance to units/organiza-

tions/activities within the state to ensure that Federal propeny is used in accordance with applicable

DA and DAF directives as implemented by the Chief, National Guard Bureau. Further. this individual manages the

Federal logistics support systems (Anny and Air Force) for the states and upon mobilization of a supported unit, provides

that support necessary for the transition of the mobilized entity to active duty status. Additionally, theUSPFO functions

as a Federal Contracting Ofcer and is responsible for Federal procurement acu'vities within the State. The USPFO
also performs as the Transportation Ofce responsible for mobilization movements planning and transportation of
ARNG personnel, technicians. supplies and equipment.

Funding ofFaciliries

The National Defense Act of 1950 provides for Federal support of ARNG facilities consu'uction. This law permits

construction of facilities on sites furnished by states at no cost to the Federal Government. oron Federal property licensed

to the states specically for Army National Guard purposes. Funding for approved armory construction is 75% Federal

funds and 25% State funds, with 100% Federal suppon for other consu'uction such as administrative. logistics suppon.
and training facilities. The operation and maintenance costs for these facilities are funded as follows:

Armories located on state-owned land-400% State funds.

Facilities located on Federal land-- 100% Federal funds.
Administrative and logistics support facilities--75% Federal funds and 25% State funds.

Training facilities- 100% Federal funds.

All funding for construction and maintenance of facilities for the USAR is provided by the

Federal Government.
Leased Facilities

Both the ARNG and USAR do lease facilities. As a general rule of terminology "Amory" refers to ARNG facilities
and "Center" refers to USAR.

Leasing anangements for both RC components can be with civilian corporations. other federal agencies or in the case

of the ARNG. other state agencies. Funding is normally provided by the state for the ARNG unless the federal
government has directed an expansion of mission or facilities (for the ARNG) yet construction or acquisition of new
facilities has not been accomplished. ln this case. federal money will support the ARNG lease. 'H’te USAR receives
100% federal funds for any lease, civilian corporation or other federal agency.

The state agency that oversees and approves leases or construction projects for the ARNG is normally called Division
of Propem’es. The federal agencies that provide this for the USAR incorporate the Corps of Engineers and Government
Services Adminisuation (GSA).

References: AR 140475
NGR 405-80
AR 140-478
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There is a constant interplay in the demands for an RC soldier’s time from unit. civilian job and family. In spite of
federal laws to the conuary. the tolerance of employers for service that interferes with their interests varies considerably
across the nation, Whenever the pressure of civilian job requirements on which their livelihood depends. or family
needs interfere, the RC soldier is faced with difcult choices not experienced by their AC counterparts. Those pressures
can begin early, during the soldier’s initial entry period and continue with periods of training throughout their career.
The following paragraphs on individual Entry and Specialty Training should provide an understanding of the RC
soldier’s participation.

INDIVIDUAL ENTRY

lniLial active duty training (lAD'I'), includes basic uaining and technical skill training, is at least 12 weeks long and
begins within 270 days after enlistment for males between 18-1/2 and 26. and 360 days for all others. The objective is
to qualify soldiers in their duty position or Military Occupational Specialty (MOS) for enlisted. or is a specific branch
for ofcers. in addition to the required training, there are a myriad of additional training opportunities available to
members of the Reserve Components.

RC members can receive pay, retirement points, or both for several types of duty. The type of duty performed must
meet cenain stringent requirements. Specic details for each type of duty are described in the appropriate regulations
list at the end of this section. The distinguishment between Title 10 or Title 32 participants is not made at this time.
nor will status such as DA Civilians, Military Technicians, state or federal employees be integrated into the listing. The
listing of potential types of duty and retirement point credit are given as generic terms. most of which are applicable to
both ARNG or USAR.

'lhere are also colloquialisms or "slang" terms that can be encountered which refer to an individual's status or unit
status. A few of the most common such terms are:

"DRILL WEEKEND" - most units train collectively one weekend per month. The ofcial term for a "DrillWeekend"
is a Multiple Unit Training Assembly or MUTA-4. This will be discussed later.

"SUMMER CAMP“ - this refers to Annual Training or AT and is normally 14-17 days not always conducted during
the summer months. This is primarily designed for uaining away from home and done as a collective unit.

"MAN-DAYS" - this refers to an RC member performing a series of Active Duty (AD) days for a variety of purposes.
The ARNG did have a status of Full Time Training Duty or FI'I'D to denote a type of AD. That status (Fl'l D) is no
longer ofcial terminology.

"M-DAY" - refers to the RC member who is not full time. The terms "Reservist" for the USAR or "Traditional
Guardsman" for the ARNG are also used to describe an RC member. The term "part-timer" is heard as weU. Be cautious.
RC members participate beyond part u‘me basis' in many respects and frown upon this stigmatized reference.
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Training Categories/hr Pay, Retirement Pains or Both

Inaca’ve Duty Training (IDT)
disnct uaining periods allocated by 4 hour seg-

ments for the TPU and TPU members.
each TPU is allocated 48 Unit Training As-

semblies (UTA) per scal year. When conducted
each month this "normally" is during a weekend
period ("Drill Weekend" or MUTA-4).
UTAs can lastmore. but not less than than 4 hours.

Other types of IDT are:
Readiness Management Assemblies (RMA) used

primarily to augment full time staff and unit ad-
ministrors or maintenance requirements; 4 hours
minimum; establishes individual and unit totals per
year that must not be exceeded.
Additional Flight Training Periods (AFT?) for

aircrews and aircrew suppon; totals are resuicted
based upon the category. type and mission of a
particualr aircraft; each AFI'P is for a minimum of
4 hours of duty.
Additional Training Assemblies (ATA) used to

provide units with the means to accomplish addition-
al training requirements; a minimum of 4 hours;
airbom, nuclear capable artillery units are included
in the ATA design.

Pay During Any IDT Period.-
All RC members receive BASE Pay (not allowan-

ces) on a ratio of one day's base pay for each 4 hour
period
Special pay(airbome. flight.medical.etc.)arepaid

on the same ratio ( one day per 4 hours) to those
entitled.
During a MUTA—4 (“Drill weekend") the RC

member would receive 4 days base pay for 2 com-
plete days of performance. A common
misinterpretation is that an RC member receives
"four days pay for two days work."

Retirement Pointsfor IDT (AR 140-185)
One point is awarded for each 4 hour lDT period

performed (UTA. ATA. RMA. AFTP).
These points are accrued to provide a formula upon

retirement to determine retirement total pay.
There is a "cap" on how may IDT retirement points

can be accrued and credited for retirement. That
"cap" is 60 per year.

References:
AR 140-1 (USAR)
AR 140-185 (USAR Retirement
points)
NGR 640-1 (ARNG Retirement
points)
NGR 680-1 (ARNG)

AR 135-200 (ARNG. USAR)

ll

Active Dutyfor Training (ADT) Acn've Duty
Special Work (ADSW)

AD has several uses: training, special projects,
education. and suppon.

Types of ADT/ADSW are:

Active Dutyfor Training (ADT) which primarily
deals with training of or for the individual RC mem-
ber.

Active Duty For Special Work (ADSW) used to

accomplish work projects or missions for the ARNG
and USAR
Special Active Duty for Training (SADT) and-

Tempomry Tours ofActiveDuty (TTAD) are used for
special projects.
Annual Training (AT) is authorized and reequired

participation annually.
Pay During Any ADT/ADSW Period.

Pay is computed to be aligned with AC pay, that is.
one day’s entire pay and allowances for one day’s
duty.

Retirement Pointsfor ADT/ADSW
Retirement points are accrued on a one point for

each day served basis.
The restriction on total ADT/ADSW retirement

points would be limited only by the 365 calendar days
per year.
AD and IDT retirements together can total more

than 60 per year (IDT is limited to 60. but AT points
or short tours on ADT or ADSW in a year can be
totalled beyond 60).

Reference: AR 135-200
NGR310-10



Retirement Point System

Retirement points are pan of a complex deferred compensation system that allows qualifying members to draw reu'rw
pay at age 60 upon completion of at least 20 years of qualifying service. The last eight years must be consecutive as a
member of the Reserve Component. Retirement pay is computed based on a total number of retirement points earned
through various types of RC performances. A service member must earn a minimum of 50 retirement points each year
to have that year credited as qualifying service.

Attendance

Members of TPUs and RTUs are expected to train with the unit to which they are assigned. There are provisions for
unit members to uain at other than unit locale or prescribed times for cogent reason. Criteria must be met and in such
cases a Rescheduled Training (RST) or Equivalent Training (ET) is authorized.

References:

AR 140-1
NGR 680.1

SPECIALTY TRAINING

IMA Program (USAR Only)

A special individual training proyam for soldiers who are not members of RC units. but wish to have a recurring
training opporuinity with the same organization. The [MA program provides for rapid expansion of AC units that
depend on augmentation to perform their wartime mission. The organization providesvor arranges for a u‘aining plan.
training supervision. efficiency repons, administration. personnel services. and organizational clothing and equipment.
The principal source of candidates for [MA positions is the IRR.

Reference: AR l40«1.

Reinforcement Training Unit (RTU) (USAR Only)

The R'IUs are organized to train nonunit USAR soldiers. The personnel attached to RTUs drill for retirement points
only. It is, as are others. a volunteer status uniL

Reference: AR 140-1

Specialty training examples:

Aviator Training - Approximately 10 months long. If the aviator is from certain units (AHIG, AH64. CH47 orUH60)
additional schooling is required that can add up to two additional months.

Licensed Practical Nurse (MOS 91C) - Approximately one year in length. lt can be completed at the Academy of
Health Sciences or done through a civilian conu'act LPN school in the RC member’s community.

Language Dependent MOS - Can last two years depending upon the language.

Biomedical Equipment Specialist - initial phase (MOS BSG) is l6 weeks. phase two (35U) is 30 weeks. Attendance
at phase two requires one year experience as a 356 for an RC member to leave a civilian job at a later time for 30
weeks is difficult.
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These lengthy courses can place hardships on RC members. their families and their civilian jobs as many times RC
members attend as a requirement to change or upgrade theirMOS. There is also the chance RC members do not return
to their original unit upon course completion. therefore the TPU suffers as well.

Civilian Acquired Skills Progmm

Both the ARNG and USAR have programs that allow cenain civilian skills to be equated tomilitary skills and afford
persoan to enter the RC based on those skills. Direct appointments in the RC as an ofcer can be in specialty areas
such as the AMEDD, CHAP and JAGC branches.

References:

AR 135-101 (AMEDD)
NGR 600-100
AR 135-316 (lAGC)
NGR 600—101

AR 135-318 (CHAP)
NGR 600-200
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HLLOCH'I'ES EQUIPMENT

Second Army

H Itcbmn

Cp snotty
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DISTRIBUTION
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IIAJOI RESERVE CON'ONENI’ IIAININO INSIALLA‘IDNS

HQ Locanon: Fort Gullcm, Georgia
Combal Record: World War l

Second Army ls an exlcnsnon In Ihc
command chain from Headquarlers
FORSCOM lo all Army Reserve Clements
In the southeastern Unncd Slates. the
Commonwealth of Pucrlo Rico and Virgm
Islands. Th: commander also supemses
[he lraimng and monuors the readiness of
the Army Nallonal Guard wrlhln hrs are:
of responsiblllly.

ARMY RESERVE COMMANDS
8m ARCOM East Palm. GA1m ARCOM FL Jldm SC
121:1 ARCOM anmghun. AL
[51h ARCOM Nashville. TN

USAR TRAINING DIVISIONS
1m Div (Tug) Louisville. KY
Imlh Div (Ing) Undone. NC

GENERAL OFFICER COMMANDS
l43rd Trlnl Bde Orlando, FL
29Gb MP PW Bde Nuhville, TN
412m Engr Cmd Vlckxhug. MS
818m Hap Ctr Forest Park, GA
758m USAR Cur Fl Buchmln. PR

MANEUVER AREA COMMAND
37m MAC Blrrmnghun, AL

ARMY NATIONAL GUARD SEPARATE
BRIGADE? & REGIMENTS
30h Annd Ede
3M Inf Ede (M)
31H Annd Bdc
48th Inf 3d: (M)
53d Inf Ede
9M InIBk
I49III Annd Bde
I55lh Almd Bdc
218m LnI Bde (M)
278m Annd Clv

Jackson, 'IN
Climm. NC
Tuscaloou. AL
Macon, GA
Tempe. FL
Sm Jum, PR
Inuisvllle, KY
Tupelo. MS
Newbcn'y. SC
Knoxville. 1N

OTHER NATIONAL GUARD COMMANDS
20h SF Gp
30h Elgr Bde
142d Sig Bde
167m COS(X)M
184m Tm: Bde
194m Engr Ede
213m Med Ede
2281b Sig Bde

Blnnmghnm, AL
Ruleigh. NC
Dewur, AL
Birmingham, AL
Lnurel. MS
lehvllle. TN
Jackson.MS
Spumnhurx. SC

Major USAR COMMAND (MUSARC)

Readiness Groups

Organizations and Facilities within the Second U.S. Army area which support both
ARNG and USAR personnel or units.

Atlanta (Fl Gillem) Patrick AFB. Florida
Ft Bragg, NC Ft Buchanan. Pueno Rico
Ft Jackson, SC Redstone Arsenal. Huntsville, AL
Ft Knox. KY

USARF Schools and Locations

2074th Louisville. KY
2005th Lexington, KY
2979th Ft Buchanan, PR
3283rd Chamblee. GA
3285th Charlene. NC
3286a: Garner. NC
3287Lh Columbia, SC
3288th Greenville. SC

ARNG RegionalNCO Schools

Location Courses

Camp Shelby. MS PLDC-RC
Ft Jackson, SC PLDC-RC

3289a: N. Charleston, sc
3290th Nashville. TN
32915: Memphis, TN
3292nd Knoxviue. 1N
329m Macon. GA
3385a: Birmingham. At.
3387a: Coral Gables. FL
3388th Tampa. FL

USARNco Academies

For PLDC, BNCOC. ANCOC. and lSG Course

Fort Benning.GA
Fort Jackson, SC

Camp Blanding. FL
Camp Shelby. MS
Ft Bragg, NC
Ft Stewart. GA
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Training (NET) and Doctrine and Tactics
. i CMFs - 05. 33, 96 and 98

Training (DTI')
Ft Gillem, GA

USAR - Fl Gordon, GA (FY 91)
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Each STARC has a milimry academy that uains a variety of programs. The locations within Second Army are:

AL - Ft McClellan GA - Mxon/Millcdgeville FL - Camp Blanding
KY - Fort Knox MS - Camp Shelby NC - Ft Bragg
PR - Camp Santiago SC - FtJackson/Leesburg TN - Smyrna

Training Divisions (USAR Only)

Training Divisions are garrison oriented units that establish or expand US Army Training Center (USATC) and
conduct Basic Combat Training (BCI') One Station UnitTraining (OSUT) or Advance Individual Training (AIT). The
TPU positims are cadre type associated with the USATC operation. Drill Instructors (DI). Second Army has two such
divisions. 100th, Louisville, KY which is Armor and 108th in Charlene. NC which is Infantry.

Maneuver Area Commands (MAC) andManeuver Training Command: (MTC) (USAR Only)

MACS are USAR units and a CONUSA shared asset. to develop. write. and administer brigade. armored cavalry
regiment and division level exercises and external ARTEPS for RC units. 87th MAC - Birmingham. AL

MTCs are USAR assets that develop, write. and administer battalion and below exercises and external exercises for
RC units. 2nd M’IC - Atlanta, GA
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Organizaons Oumlde SecondArmy that Train RC Personnel

Army Reserve Readiness Training Center (ARR'I‘C). This facility is located at FlMcCoy, Wisconsin and is designed
to instruct military technicians and AGR personnel in training and administration to prepare them for assignments in

USAR units.

National Guard Professional Education Center (NGPEC). This facility is located at Camp Robinson, Little Rock,
Arkansas and is designed primarily to instruct military technicians and AGR personnel in raining and administration
to better prepare them for their fullu'me support assignments in ARNG units.

ALLOCATES EQUIPMENT
FORCEMODERNIZATION

This process correlates events and actions to be accomplished from initial concept to total system elding. Events
are youped into two categories:

System - oriented events

HQDA. TRADOC, AMC driven
l-IQDA, FORSCOM. AMC in concert

Time-oriented events occur during a fiscal year not dependent on general sequence of system-oriented events

Force Mod systems are distributed under the Total Package Fielding ('I'PF') concepL This means all systems include
everything necessary to operate the equipment when itarrives at the unit, to includeone year’s sustainmentrequircments.
New Equipment Training (NET) is a funded program to educate unit personnel on the operation and maintenance of
any new equipment.

At the CONUSA:

Force Modernization Command Review Committee

Conducts Semi-annual Reviews
Chaired By ChiefOf Staff

ForceModernization omen

Coordinates All Force Mod matters

17



MOVE PEOPLE
MOVE EWIPMENT

The strategy for RC training must be to achieve a satisfactory level of competency prior to mobilization. ll is not

necessary to train. in all cases. to the levels required for AC forces.

Mobilization is the act of preparing for war or other emergencies through the assembling and organizing of the Armed
Forces and/or national resources. This process includes assembling and organizing personnel supplies. and material

for activemilitary service,mobilization of the USAR and federalizing the ARNG; extending terms of service; and other
actions necessary to convert to a wartime posture.

MOVE PEOPLE

Rapid expansion or commitment of American military forces to meet major national military suategy requirements
will require employment of RC units.

Generally. the magnitude of the emergency governs the level ofmobilization. As authorized by law or Congressional
resolution and when directed by the President. the Department of Defense (DOD) mobilizes all or pan of the Armed
Forces. Types of mobilizau'on are:

Selective - Directed by President or Congress

' FOR DOMESTIC EMERGENCY

‘ NOT ASSOCIATED WITH EXTERNAL THREATS

‘ SELECTED UNITS

Presidential Call-Up - Presidential Executive Order

‘ UP T0 200,000 PERSONNEL FOR 90 DAYS

‘ ENACTED T0 MEET REQUREMENTS OF AN OPERATIONAL MISSION

Partial - Prsidential Proclamation ofNational Emergency and Executive Order

‘ UP T0 1.(X)0,000 FOR UP TO TWO YEARS

' MEET REQUIREMENTS OFWAR OR NATIONAL EMERGENCY

‘ EXTERNAL THREAT
Full - Public Law or Joint Resolution by Congress

' MOBILIZATION OF ALL RC UNITS, INDIVIDUAL RESERVE PERSONNEL

‘ DECLAREDWAR OR NATIONAL EMERGENCY

Total - Public Law ofJoint Resolution by Congress

‘ EXPANSION OF ACTIVE ARMED FORCES

' INCLUDE EXPANSION OF PRODUCTION FACILITIES TO SUPPORT FORCES

There are ve mobilization phases:

Phase I - Preparatory - plans, preparations and coordination prior to mobilization: a current ongoing process; units

maintain their readiness.

Phase [I - Alert - Units and individuals notied; units prepare for active duty and movement

Phase III - Mobilization - At Home Station (HS) (ARNG/USAR facility); draw and load equipment in preparation

for move to Mobilization Station (MS); transfer of property and equipment left behind.

Phase IV - Movement - From HS to MS

Phase V - Post Mobilization - atMS; unit receives equipment and personnel shortages lls; trains to at least level C3;

from MS unit moves to Port of Embarkation (POE) for transport to combat theater with CAPSIONE unit.

When directed by I-IQ, Departmentof the Army. FORSCOMmobilizes, activates. trains. and prepares for deployment

these units required to expand the Acu‘ve Component to meet war or emergency requirements. FORSCOM conducts

mobilization in accordance with the principle of centralized planning and decentralized execuu'on.

PLANNING

FORSCOM provides planning directives and guidance to:

' CONUSAs
’ Major troop units

‘ FORSCOM Installation Commanders

Coordinating Installations (CI)
Support Installations (SI)

’ Other MACOM installations

‘ State Adjutants General (in concert with NGB)

‘ MUSARCS

The CONUSA’s are responsible to ensure all FORSCOM directed planning is accomplished for all units or

installations within their CONUSA boundaries and connol.
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EXECUTION

TheWESTCOM. CONUSA (First. Second. Fourth, Fifth. and Sixth US Armies). 61h Infantry Division (L) (Alaska).
and 193d Infantry Brigade (Panama) commanders arc dened as area commanders. Upon mobilization (he CONUSA
area commander will: (not all inclusive)

‘ Ensure Preplanned Mobilization Actions Are Implemented

‘ Manage Activiu'es Of Installations Within Their Control/boundaries

‘ Command assigned ARCOMs. STARCs, RGs, MACS, MTCs, MATS

‘ Exercise Command And Control over RC units during:

‘ Selection mobilization (federalized)‘ Presidential 200,000 callup (federalized)

‘ Continue responsibility for nonmobilized MUSARCS. STARCS. and USAR Units.

' Command RC units mobilized for assignment to FORSCOM up to arrival at MS

‘ Mobilize Civil Defense Support Detthents for OPCON To Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)
in their area

' Execute Land Defense Of CONUS

‘ Provide liaison teams, appoint principle Regional Military Emergency Coordinator (RMEC)

‘ STARCs convert to lSACs or Joint State Area Command; also RGs.MACS, MATS andMTCs assist in mobilization
process.

MOVE EQUIPMENT

Prepositioning ofMaterial Configtned to Unit Sets (POMCUS)

This pmyam prepositions unit equipment for the purpose ofmobilization support and expedites the time required for
cenain units to become operational upon debarkau'on to the combat environment.

References: AR 710—2

FEDERAL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY (FEMA)

Responsible for all types of national emergency response
Responsive to national security emergency preparedness
lnterrelates wrth Department of Defense for emergencies
Utilizes military personnel (AC. RC, all branches) to support mission
CONUSAs are coordinating body in planning phases
CONUSAs are controlling agency during emergencies
CONUSAs have fullume coordinator and: (DCSOPS)

Civil Preparedness Support Detachments (CPSD) v—-—
Individual Mobilization Augmentees (IMA)
Regional Emergency Military Coordinators (REMC)
DOD liaison to FEMA national and regional headquarters

Both AC and RC personnel are—' assigned to these.

20

The FEMA IMA program is the means by which DOD provides directmilitary personnel support to civil government
agencies in peacetime for essential planning and preparedness measures to facilitate military support to civil defense
in amobilization environment. IMA personnel are reserve officers who perform at specied Federal. State. county and
municipal government headquarters. in an IDT status of 0-48 periods annually.

The CPSDs are USAR units that provide operational. logistical and security capabilities in support of FEMA‘s
emergency management and information systems programs, particularly for national security emergenCies. Through
the CPSDs. the US Army provides funding for,

‘ Basic mining, MOS skills. professional level training‘ Individual weapons. ammunition, eld gear‘ Six nationwide. Thomasville. GA is the sole Second Army CSPD.

FEMA reimburses any other expenses incurred. Individual CPSD members may be activated for emergency service
with FEMA, with individuals consent. and FEMA funds the duty.

The REMCs are liaisons with DOD. and are designated based upon the needs of each geographic region. Second
U.S. Army's region responsibilities presently allocates six Civil Defense Detachments located in:

Atlanta, GA McMinnville, TN

Chattanooga, TN Memphis, TN

Nashville, TN Wilmington, NC

As the DOD Executive Agent for FEMA, the U.S. Army assigns responsibility for this to the CONUSAs. At the
CONUSA, further coordinator planning is continuous with the State Adjutant General's Ofce through their (TAGS)
State Military Support Office (SMSO).

References: Executive Order 11490. Part l7. Section 1711; DOD Directive 5030.45

.-'1
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MHINTHIN FHCILITIES
HEPHIH EQUIPMENT
HEPHIB PEOPLE

HEPEHT CORE THHINING

MAINTAIN FACILITIES

‘ Second Anny has over 800 ARNG and over 250 USAR facilities at this time.

‘ OMAR funds are used for renovation, maintenance and repair. self-help and minor construction projects.

‘ Reduction ofOMAR funding severely effects the upkeep.

‘ To police or conduct basic clean-up of facilities, only limited fulltimemilitary/DAC assets are available. Remember.
a full unit complement is only available one weekend a month at the RC facility.

‘ Normal clean-up is contracted for USAR with OMAR.

‘ ARNG does appropriate some state funds for custodial services, repair and minor consuuction. This will vary from
state to state. Federal funds are provided for maintenance facilities (OMS, AASF, etc.)

‘ ARNG is authorized to conduct local community events (wedding receptions. dances. auctions. etc.) for fees to be

paid to the state. These fees can be utilized for custodial services. self-help and minor repairs. This varies from state
to state.

References: AR 140478, Chapters l-S, 2-4. 4-3.

ARNG: local state policy.

REPAIR EQUIPMENT

RC Maintenance Activities - The RC could not maintain adequate levels of equipment strictly through monthly IDT
periods. Therefore, full time activities are in place to support RC equipment readiness. These activities are regionalized
to best support the maximum number of’I'PUs within a geographic area of an ARCOMor STARC. The full time stafng

is predominantly government civilian employees. These types of activities are:

ARNG USAR MISSION

OMS AMSA‘ Technical assist-
(Organizational Maintenance Shop) (Area Maintenance Support Activity) ance and maint-

enance support for
ground equip-
ment and/or
watercraft.

AASF" ASF Aviation training
(Army Aviation Support Facility) (Aviauon Suppon Facility) and logistics sup-

port for Army air-

.
craft and crew.
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ARNG USAR

MATES/UTES ECS
-

(Mobilization and Training Equipment (Equipment Concenu'ation Site)
Site/Unit Training and Equipment Site)

CSMS NONE

(Command Support Maintenance Shop)

AVCRAD NONE
(Aviation Classification and
Repair Depot)

‘There are specific designations for ground (G) watercraft (W) and both (G/W)

MISSION

IDT & Air sup-
pon, mainten-
ance, and storage
capabilities.

Provides DS and
GS maintenance
for state.

Provides inter-
mediate level sup-
pon and limited
deport level main-
tenance.

"There are other types: AAFA (Army Aviation Flight Activity) and AAOF (Army Aviation Operating Facility).

References: AR l40-lS NGR 750-1 NGR 750-1
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REPAIR PEOPLE

RC personnel are required to maintain the same types ofmedical standards as the AC. However, the RC is required
to conduct physical examinations every four years (quadrennial) as compared to the AC every ve years. This is a
basic requirement not inclusive ofother exams such as aviation Class II which are annual for both AC and RC. Reference
AR 40—501.

Other RC medical requirements include:

' Cardiovascular Screening (CVS)
All 40 year old personnel (rst quadrennial exam after 40th birthday)
Includes u'eadmill testing {or high risk soldiers

Reference AR 40-501

’ Panographic X-rays
X-rays completed via Army facilities, other uniformed services
Facilities. VA facilities, civilian contracting services not always geographically convenient for RC
units/members
2 copies; l at unit; 1 atcentral storage facility

Reference AR 40-66

‘ Human Immune-deciency (HIV) Biennial Testing conducted by:
MEPS
AC medical treaunent facility
Authorized civilian contractor (ARNG)
USAR medical units

Reference AR 40-501; AR 350~9; AR 600-840]; AR 600-1 10,

NGB Log 88-509 (All STATES leuer)
' Immunizations

Same requirements as AC
Problems for ODT or some stateside AT sites

Reference AR 40-562; NGR 40-3

[NCAPACITATION PAY

This program is unique to the RC. It is an exuemely involved proyam to describe. The basics are given as follows:

RC member is injured or diseased during RC duty.
Line of duty determination required.
Program designed to replace lost civilian income.
Medical can be an entitlement.
Must determine whether RC member was in ADT. AT. lDT or travel slams all have a bearing.
Normally -- six months pay/allowances is maximum paid - beyond six months. medical retirement will

result if all legal/medical determinations are properly made.
DCSPER at CONUSA is proponent for detailed explanation of this progam for USAR.
USPFO/NGB manage this program for ARNG

References: PL lm-456: para 80254 of DODPM RCAPSS (Para l7)
AR 600-8—1 (LOD) NGR 37-]04-3

AR 135-200 (Chap 2) NGR 40-3
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REPEAT CORE TRAINING

nnel are uired to maintain Armywide standards in areas of weapons qualication. APFI‘ testing,
OglEgngmlgA,NBC. :cq. These subjects. considered Common Military Training. are difcult for the RC to maintain.

Again. RC personnel train together only two days (IDT) per month and two weeks (AT) per year. Ranges'for‘weapons
qualication are usually geographically displaced. physical tness {or RC personnel during their off days is difcult to

monitor, and one hourclasses on SAEDA.OPSEC, etc._ annually entail a high percentage of the available training ume.

Nevertheless, the RC strives to meet the standards required to "refresh" or repeat their core ofmilitary subjects.

References: AR 3504] (Table 6-1) (Core subjects); DA Pam 350-38 (Weapons Training) AR 350-15 (AFPT)

UNIT STATUS REPORTS (USR)
’ ' ‘ ' ' ' '

ed semiannuallyThe RC com ilcs. maintains and submits USRs identical to the AC. However. the USRs are requtr
I

forUSAR and guanerly for ARNG. The processing time required for the USR to be processed through geographically
displaced HQs. creates a lag of totally accurate data.

References: AR 220-1 NGR 220-1

t KI;
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UNIT THHINING
PROMOTION

PHOFESSIONHL
THHININO

IMPROVE FHCILI'I'IES

RC units are expected to maintain readiness in approximately 10percenlof the time available lo AC units. The limited
Lime available to the RC should be dedicated to training to improve readiness. Time spent on administrative functions
and other activities that do not contribute to readiness. should be reduced to increased wartime mission training.

The RC wartime mission requires a Battle Focused training plan which depends upon the development of a Mission
Essential Task List (METL). This METL for each unit, is to be done with collaboration from the wartime higher
command. However. since the RC normally has both a peacetime and wartime chain. both must be actively involved
in the METL. The CAPSTONE progam is a vehicle for the development of Battle Focused raining. Frequent
CAPSTONE realignments produce problems for the RC in maintaining good Battle Focused uaining plans.

UNIT TRAINING

The environmentwithin which RC units u’ain is complex and challenging. The natureof the training challenge appears
to parallel that of the active Army, yet under far more time-limited conditions. A host of factors drive the nature of
planning. dictate the methods of managing and evaluating. and prescribe the limits within which training is and can be

executed. Of all factors, time is literally of the essence for the RC.

When Battle Focused Training. DA directed u'aining. and other training commitments, are combined with the time
factor in the RC, immense problems are created. Reserve Component units are ofcially allocated 39 days per year to
accomplish their mining. Do not lose sight of thaL

DA directed u'aining programs. Common Task Test (CIT). Skill Qualification Test (SQT). weapons qualication.
leader training. and Annual Physical Fitness Test (APFI') are all requirements that the RC must incorporate into their
training programs.

The classic 39-day allocation is a combination of collective unit training days. 24 during lDT plus 15 days of AT.
AT periods enable units to assemble at higher levels than during IDT and, normally go to AT in a battalion or higher
conguration or in conjunction with such a unit. While AT provides the means for units to assemble and train at higher
collective levels. few units have their full assigned strength available at AT as a number of their soldiers will be training
elsewhere (basic/advanced training. NCOES. etc.) during the same period.

Annual training wovides the commander the best opportunity to conduct prolonged mission training, evaluate unit’s
progress. and rene the unit’s training program for the next year. Priority during AT will be given to collective training.
The focus will be on tactical training involving the combined arms team. mastery of the missions/tasks selected from
the METL. and the renement/standardiution of the team and unit's skills required to successfully accomplish the

wartime mission. During AT, the unit will usually be evaluated by AC personnel. The written evaluation is a l-R or
2-R report. which becomes another tool for the commander to set his training priorities. As much as possible. the RC
commander will maintain the momentum of the uaining. Units will conduct realistic tactical uaining in a eld

environment for not less than nine consecutive days. Waiver of this requirement is at CONUSA commander level.

TRAINING MANAGEMENT IN THE RC

FM 25-100 provides the Army's standardized doctrine for the planning, execution and assessment of raining at all
levels and types of organizations.
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Revised 2A Reg 350-25 Commander's Training Readiness Assessment Criteria (CTRAC) provides guidanceand
instruction for the implementation of FM 25-100 and establishes the system for the management of trammg within

Second U.S. Army.

For leaders to effectively manage their u’aining programs proper planning is a must. This will include:

" Long range plans‘ Short range plans
"' Identication/allocation of resources

All training events require some type of nancial resourcing. Guidance for the resourcing of training is contained in:

AR 350-1 AR 350-41 NGR 37-111
AR 350-31 FM 25-2 FC/NGR 350-2

TRAINING MANAGEMENT IS A FOUR PHASED PROCESS 0F:

PLANNING RESOURCING TRAINING EVALUATION

Battle Focus Training
_

CTRAC ———> Individual Leader Collective
Training Management Cycle
(METL Development - Planning Execution - Assessment)

mm ”I
COLLECTIVE TL!"-
" CAPSTONE Guidance

——-

‘ Develop NETL LI YTP’ YTC

l
mm

LEADER / {NDDLIHVSIBUAL‘ ofcers: ODP
(OAC, CASS, CGSC)

" SQT, CIT. ITEP
" NCOS: NCODP
(NCOES PLDC, BNCOC, ANCOC)
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The Heme Component Standard Training Requirements Identication Fromm and Enrollment System (RC-
STRIPES). This constitules amanagement tool for RC commanders to identifymining requirements and oppormnities.

ITS OVERALL OBJECTIVES ARE:

' To assist commanders to qualify unit members within 1 year of iheir assignment.’ Program training and increase attendance in MOS, NBC, NCOES and ofcer
educational systems.' Maximize use of RC training opportunities‘ Project required resources needed for training (facilities, instructors, raining areas,
materials).‘ Identify potential AT school requirements.‘ Provide input in development of COB.

The RCSTRWES promm integrates ARNG. USAR, and AC personnel and units such as USARF Schools. state
military academies, Readiness Groups and CONUSA level assistance teams.

Two workshops are held, winter and summer, to identify and coordinate requirements and support respectively.

COMMANDER’S TRAINING READINESS ASSESSMENT CRITERIA (CTRAC)

This program is dened fully in 2A Reg 350-25. The purpose of the proyam is to standardize the process of training
management for all units within Second U.S. Army. lt also fully describes the methodology and application of the
assessment portion of the training management cycle.

ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION 0F UNIT TRAINING:

FORSCOM Form l-R and 2-R (Analysis of Training Performance of Reserve Component of the Army) rendered
lAW FORSCOM PAM 135-3 annually for each unit at the close of AT. Prepared by the AT site evaluator staff.
Commonly called - AT evaluation. l-R serves as an external evaluation as a basis for commanders to make
modications to his ongoing training program.

EXTERNAL EVALUATION (EXEVAL) - formerly called External ARTEP - is a eld exercise required to be
administered to RC MTOE units once every four years. Exercises are written and administered by MTC or MAC.
(Field Artillery units undergo Standardized External Evaluations every three years.)

NATIONAL TRAINING CENTER (NTC) - Fort Irwin. CA. The NTC provides the atmosphere for RC units to
accomplish realistic training that cannot be conducted at home station. Evaluations can be made which measure the
effectiveness of organizations and weapons systems.

OVERSEAS DEPLOYMENT TRAINING (ODT) - is a "pull” program in that it is requested only by overseas
commands. lt is often thc most realistic and ®manding uaining that RC units can perform. ODT provides in-country
training in support of overseas contingency plans and in conjunction with wartime chains of command. This is done
as an AT phase of unit training. FORSCOM Supplement l to AR 350-9.

Exercises for the RC which provide evaluation. either internally or externally.

COMBINED ARMS LIVE FIRE EXERCISES (CALFEX): High-cost, using full-service ammunition with
attendant inteyation of all CA. CSand CSS functions.

COMBINED TRAINING EXERCISES (C'I‘X): Training exercise jointly conducted by military forces of more
than one nauon.
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COMMAND FIELD EXERCISE (CFX): Field training exercise with reduced uoop and vehicle density, but with

full command and control and CSS units.

COMMAND POST EXERCISE (CPX): Medium—cost. exercise simulated and conducted om garrison locations

with forces.

DEPLOYMENT EXERCISE (DEPEX): Exercise to train for the procedures of deploying from home stations or

installations to potential areas of hostilities.

FIELD TRAINING EXERCISE (FIX): High-cost exercise conducted under simulated combat conditions in the

eld for all echelons in battle functions against actual or simulated opposrng forces.

FIRE COORDINATION EXERCISE (FCX): Medium-cost, exercise conducted at platoon, company/team, or

battalion/task force level. 1t exercises command and control skills through the integrauon ofall organic weapon systems,

as well as indirect and supporting res.

LOGISTICS EXERCISE (LOGEX): Exercise which concentrates on training tasks associated with the combat

service suppon battleeld operating system.

MAP EXERCISE (MAPEX): Low-cost, exercise that ponraysmilitary situations on maps and overlays. Staffs can

train in performing essential integrating and control functions under Simulated wartime conditions.

SITUATIONAL TRAINING EXERCISE (STX): Mission-related. exercise designed to train one collective task,

0r a youp of related tasks or drills. through practice.

TACTICAL EXERCISEWITHOUT TROOPS (TEWT): Low—cost. staffexercise conducted in the field on actual

tenain suitable for training units for specic missions.

THEATER ARMY MEDICAL EXERCISE (TAMEX): limited troop exercise which concenuates on medical

Support of the battleeld.

MEDICAL EXERCISE (MEDEX): training exercise concentrating on medical specialities

PROMOTIONS

’ OFFICERS - two methods, mandatory - unit vacancy

’ MANDATORY
‘ ARNG and USAR use same program' Boards centralized at ARPERCEN (HQDA; CPI through COL)‘ Ofcer must be in an Active Reserve status and meet‘ Time in grade' Time in service . ~‘ Education requirements (civilian and mihtary)
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FROM T0 TIMIG COMM SERVICE EDUCATION

2LT 1LT 3 Resident OBC

1LT CPI" 4 6 Resident OBC

CPT MAJ 7 12 OAC

MAJ LTC 7 17 50% CGSOC

LTC COL (Announced Annually) CGSOC

UNIT VACANCY

USAR ARNG
’ ofcer educationally qualied - " vacancy mus! exist

' vacancy must exist in TPU " must meet minimum TIMIG

' must have 50% lime in grade " meet minimum education

‘ no other ofcer available " requirements (civ and mil)

‘ separate board is convened ‘ recommended by chain of com-
mand (state level board)

References: AR 135-155
NGR 600-100

ROPMA: A planned management system designed to be panemed after the DOPMA but for RC o'iceis. Still a
proposal with Congress.

WARRANT OFFICERS - MANDATORY (USAR only)

’ W0 promotion board‘ Board convened by HQDA‘ W0 must be in an active RC status and meet the following:

FRM TO TMG EDUCATION

W0] CW2 3 ResidentW0 basic course

CW2 CW3 6

CW3 CW4 6 SWOT (Eff: 1993)

CW4 MW4 5 MWOT (TPU. IMA. AGR)

- ARNG WOs are promoted only under unit vacancy system.
V

References: AR NGR 600-101
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PROFESSIONAL TRAINING

OFFICER SCHOOLING

Ofcer Basic Course (08C)

' Resident course required except for some ALEDD ofcers‘ Required completion for promotion to CPT

Officer Advanced Course (OAC)

‘ Resident course (short course offered for some branches)
' Non-Resident course through USARF schools‘ IDT and correspondence’ IDT and AT phases' Required for promotion to MAJ

Combined Arms Staffand Service School (CASJ)

‘ Encouraged. but not required‘ Resident course‘ USARF school (IDT, AT/ADT, correspondence)

Command and General Sta/fOfcer Course (CGSOC)

‘ Resident course (shon course offered)' USARF school program’ Correspondence' Required for promotion to COL (must have 50% completed to be promoted to LTC)

Senior Service Courses (SSC; War College or equivalent)

‘ Encouraged but not mandatory
_ .‘ Ofcers must apply to selection board for either resrdent or correspondence.

References: AR 140-1 DA PAM 600-3 NGR 600-l00

WARRANT OFFICER SCHOOLING

‘ Warrant Ofcer Basic Course
‘Rcsident

Senior Warrant Officer Training (SWOT)

‘ Resident course‘ Correspondence (IDT, AT/ADT phases)

Master Warrant Officer Training (MWOT)

‘ Mandatory residenlcourse
t .‘ For CW4s selected for MasterWarrant posruons

References: DA PAM 60011 NGR 600-101
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NCO and Enlisted Schooling

' Referred to as NCO Education System NCOES' AGR members complete schooling at AC resident schools

Primary Leadership Development Course (PLDC)

‘ Opn'on 1-15 consecutive days residence‘ Opu'on 2-4 weekend assemblies and 8 consecutive days’ Both taught through USARF Schools and ARNG academies

Basic Noncommissioned Ofcers Course (BNCOC)

' E55 and E65 (E45 assigned to E5 posiu'on)‘ Phase I - IDT through USARF schools or ARNG academies‘ Phase II - 2 week resident phase (schools/academies)

AdvancedNancommt'ssi'oned Officer Course (ANCOC)

' E65 and E75 ‘‘ Phase l - lDT (schools/academies)' Phase II - 2 week resident phase (schools/academies)

SergeantsMajor Academy (SMA)

‘ E85 selected by USAR or ARNG’ Resident (AC academy at Ft Bliss, TX)‘ Non-Resident (correspondence and 2 week residence phase)

References: AR 140-1 NGR 600-200

SCHOOLS AND ACADEMIES

‘ The USARF Schools and ARNG Academies are a system of schools. each independent ofone another that provides
needed training to the soldiers of the RC. Although the USARF school system is independent of ARNG Academies.
many state TAGS are now working with the USAR to uain soldiers in needed skills. Some courses are being taught by
both. and they are working to eliminate these redundancies.

‘ National Guard Academies teach leadership courses such as the NCOES course, i.e., PLDC. BNCOC. ANCOC,
and functional courses. USARF schools teach these courses as well as enu'y level MOS classes, NBC. Warrant Ofcer,
andO'icer Course such as the Advanced Course. CASS. and CGSOC. (Each statewithin Second Army has an academy)

References: FC/l'RADOC 135-3 NGR 351-5

IMPROVE FACILITIES

MCAR Project Developmenr Process:

The CONUSA does become actively involved in the consmicu'on of new faciliu'es for the RC. A step by step process
is shown to poniay the CONUSA engineer’s role.
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STEP

10.

11.

12.

References: AR M0475 and AR 140-478

ACTIVITY

Available Site Identicau'on and Validate (ASIV)‘ 2A Corps of Engineer prepares

Site Survey Team‘ 2A member is present

Preliminary Site Survey Report (PSSR)‘ Summarizes site selection

Real Estate Planning Report (REPR)
I h _ I

Environmental Impact (EIA), Engineering Feasrbility Study (EFS)‘ facts relative to preferred site

Develop/Validate Project Documentation
I '‘ 2A Eng puts unit needs into engineer realities

Predesign Meeting
I r‘ 2A Eng and COE coordination

10% (Preconcept) Design Review Meeu'ng‘ 2A Eng represents unit interests

35% (Concept) Design Review Meeting‘ 2A Eng defends units needs

65% (Preliminary) Design Review‘ 2A Eng prevents prOJect cuts

l00% (Final) Design Review
r

* 2A Eng ensures fuial desrgn

Prefinal/Final Inspection of Project Construction‘ 2A Eng assures conformity

Maintenance and Repair
.‘ 2A Eng monitors proper maintenance
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HELEHSE PEOPLE
HELEHSE EQUIPMENT
HELEHSE Faculties SEPHHHTIDN

Stability in the RC has a major affect on mining. Personnel turbulence and equipment changes hit the RC harder and
require longer recovery limes than the AC. Personnel turbulence in the RC is created through various means, some
comparable to the AC.

‘ Retirement - qualied or medical’ Retention - non-select' Unit transfers - normally for promotion opportunities‘ Unsatisfactory Participation - member ceases to participate‘ MTOE Changes - complete conversions or modications' Relocation of Units < Major geographical moves‘ Civilian job transfers - many times with little notice

Personnel turbulence. through all factors. accounts for a 50% turnover each year at the E5 and below level.

Equipment changes cause turbulence also. The rapid MTOE changes will bring long term periods of unsteadiness in
the RC as members attempt qualication on the new equipment. Some courses relative to this can be months long
which cause conflict amongst the civilian job, family and RC committment.

RELEASE PEOPLE

Elimination Actions

The procedures for processing elimination actions for both ofcers and enlisted personnel are various and dependent
on the ofcers or soldiers status. active or inactive. and if the type of elimination is voluntary or involuntary. The
following AR/NGRS will provide for initial guidance.

AR 635-100. Personnel Separations, Ofcer Personnel. Applies to all AC. ARNG, USAR officers on AD. ADT
(in excess of90 days) or AGR (Title 10 only).

AR 635-200. Personnel Separations. Enlisted Personnel. Applies to all AC. ARNG, USAR soldiers ordered to AD
in any of the following categories: AGR (Title 10 only). IADT. and SADT.

AR 135-175, Army National Guard and Army Reserve, Separation of Ofcers. Provides policy and procedures
for the separation of ARNG and USAR ofcers not on AD. AGR or in lAD'I' or SADT.

AR 135-178. Army National Guard and Army Reserve. Separation of Enlisted Personnel. Applies to enlisted
soldiers in the ARNG and USAR not on AD in the AGR program, or in an IADT or SADT.

NOTE: NGR 600-5. The Active Guard/Reserve (AGR) Program, Management of Title 32 USC Fulltime National
Guard Personnel. Applies to all ARNG/AGR personnel serving of fulltime National Guard duty under Title 32 USC.
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RELEASE EQUIPMENT

Any RC equipment determined to be excess. unserviceable. unreparable, or found on station is to be managed by the

MUSARC or STARC. Crosslevelling within or even outside their command ts to be accomplished with the intent to
improve Equipment on Hand (EOH) readiness posture. Equipment that cannot be effectively utilized ts to be turned in

through Defense Reutiliration and Marketing Ofcer (DRMO).

RELEASE FACILITIES

Facilities that have been determined as excess or underutilized by the CQNUSA and
MS:RICI are turned! cacti;

to

the U.S. Army Corps of Enginers. Through the Corps, all such propenes are screen
I _y

ousing an r an

DeVelopment (HUD) authorities for potential use by the homeless. If HUD refused the factltty. then'all other DOD
agencies are offered the same screening process. lfno DOD agency accepts the General Servtces Administration (GSA)
maintains authority for the facility and bids are deposited to the U.S. Treasury Department State owned propeny

follows appropriate state agency processes.

The ARNG will accomplish the release of state facilities in much the same manner as the USAR. however. the
respective state Division of Properties will perform those functions of the CoIPS 0f Ensmeers 0" GSA- The CONUSA
is not involved in the process.

References: AR 405-90 NGR 405-80
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RESOURCES . . .
PEOPLE. THINGS

TIME. MONEY. NO
INFOHMHTION

RESOURCING THE RC

Reductions in overall defense funding in recent years has endangered the readiness and sustainability of active and
RC units. This could lead to a return to "hollow," non-ready forces lacking ammunition. spare pans. and training time
as has happened during various periods of our history.

All RC programs may never be fully funded However. as the role of the National Guard and Reserve in the national
defense strategy increase, the percentage of funding for the RC in the defense budget should also increase. If budget
reductions for the RC are necessary. they should not automatically be on an "equal share" basis with active component
reductions. An "equal share" policy may not be the most cost-effective or most prudent manner to reduce the defense
budget

PEOPw

A number of programs have been established for fulltime assistance to the Reserve Component.

Fulln‘me support (PIS). FTS is an umbrella term used to describe the total fulltime personnel support given to the
Reserve Component mission. The elements of FI‘S are:

Fullu'me Unit Support (FTUS). FTUS is found at MUSARC and below for USAR units and division and below for
ARNG units. This proyam has been adopted by the Army to increase the unit readiness in The ARNG and USAR
units. lt encompasses Active Army, Active Guard/Reserve (AGR), military technicians, and civilian personnel serving
in a fulltime duty capacity for the purpose of organization. administering. recruiting, instructing. or training the ARNG
and USAR.

Active Guard Reserve (AGR). This program provides fulltime military personnel to RC units. Under this program
AGR personnel serve in RC units to improve training, mobilization planning, logistics and other readiness-related areas.
'lhey will deploy with the ARNG or USAR unit to which they are assigned. The normal tour of duty is three or four
years for USAR but ARNG AGRs normally do not PCS as frequently.

Military Technician (MT). Military technicians are DAC personnel required to maintain "dual status" in the ARNG
or USAR unit. as a condition of their fulltime employment.

Military Technician Program (MILTECH). The passage of the National Defense Act of 1916 authorized federal
funding to hire maintenance personnel and clerks to give fulltime support to the National Guard.
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The Guard Technician Act of 1968 required that military technicians

" Be members of the National Guard units in which they worked and

' Be promptly separated from employment upon loss ofNational Guardmembership.

Nun'onal Guard technicians hold excepted service appointments and must havemilitary assignments compatible with

then technician posin'ons.

Unlike the National Guard Technician program. there is no statutory authority for the technician program of the

Reserves. Technicians in the Army Reserve come under general civrlservtce lawslgan‘g an: "sgfsszemssgsu
appo'tntments. The Anny Reserve Technician proyam was established in 1950a nmd“; between the Depanmem
for Anny Reserve civilian technicians was established by a Memorandum of

U31 erguals tho either were members of
0f Army and the former U.S. Civil Service Commission. Under the program, tn v1

' . ' ' a nm I

(Rteszivree frilegmlzrigprzgiieareg)amselchcfnaersycigrmetrrrfentpsource. when Reservists were not
all/emitsrlehelrstatheaszfvz

memorandum of understanding was approved, which stated that techmcrans spggldhble erSARrsmhmcmn mus! be a
“nits in which they worked, when practicable. In Dec 83. regulations specr i a a

member of the TPU for which the technician works fulltime.

ary recruiunent source and individuals not eligible for

Reference: AR 135-18 NGB TPP 901-910
Also: See Title 32 USC AR 140-315 NGB PAM 570-1

MILITARY
THE FOLLOWING lS A LIST OF SELECTED POSITION TITLES FOR THE FULLTIME

TECHNICIANS:

A0 - Administrative Ofcer (BN level)
(

I ‘ I)- Administrative Su l Technician unit eve

Cit) — Command AdminIiJEtritive Officer (Chief of Staff at STARC level)

FMO - Facilities Management Officer (STARC level at USPFO)
MPMO - Military Personnel Management Officer (STARC level)

POTO - Plans. Operations and Training Ofcer (STARC level)

SAO - State Aviation Ofcer (STARC level)
SPMO - Support Personnel Management Ofcer (STARC level)

USPFO - U.S. Property and Fiscal Ofcer (STARC level)

AST - Administrative Supply Technician (unit level)
BA - Budget Analyst (MUSARC level)

I)BT - Bud et TeChnician (MUSARC leve
MAT - Miintenance Adminisn'ative Technician (AMSA. ASF)
MPO - Military Personnel Officer (MUSARC level)
SAA - Staff Administrative Assistant (BN level or higher)

SAS - Staff Administrative Specialist (BN or higher)

SEA - Staff Equipment Assistant (MUSARC level)
SES - Staff Equipment Specialist (MUSARC level)
SLA - Supply Logistics Administrator (BN or higher)

SLMS - Staff Logistics Management Specialist (MUSARC level)

SOTO - Sta Operations/Training Officer (MUSARC level)

SSA - Supervisory Staff Adviser (MUSARC level)
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USER [cont]
SSTO - Supervisory Staff Training Ofcer (MUSARC level)
STO - Staff Training Ofcer (Bn level or higher)
UA - Unit Administrator (uni! level)
UAT - Unit Administrative Technician (unit level)
WG - Wage Grade (AMSA. ASE-7
WL — Work Leader (AMSA. ASF)
WS - Work Supervisor (AMSA, ASF)

Reference: DA Pam 570-560

ADVISER PROGRAM

The Army has assigned AC personnel as advisers to division, separate GOCOMs. ARCOMs, and State headquarters.normally a Colonel.

READINESS GROUPS

In addiLion to the AC personnel assigned to advises specic units, there are organizations that assist units on a regionalbasis. These organizations are called Readiness Groups. Readiness Groups (RGs) are established as subordinateelements of the CONUSA. Each RG consists of a commander. adminisuative and clerical assistants. branch teams,special-purpose teams staffed with ofcers of several branches,Maintenance Assistance and Instnic tion Teams (MAlT),and administration teams. Assistance is provided in training techniques, preparation and conductof instruction. trainingproyam development, planning and preparation for the Army Training and Evaluation Program (ARTEP).mobilizationplanning and uaining and maintenance assistance and instruction as well as military intelligence and electronic warfareassistance in tactical and technical training to improve and sustain both unit and individual readiness.

MONEY

NATIONAL GUARD PERSONNEL, ARMY (NGPA) AND RESERVE PERSONNEL, ARMY (RPA): Pay, allowances,clothing, subsistence, travel, death gratuities, disability benets. bonuses. hospitalization benets and other relatedexpenses for the RC personnel in connection with ADT, lDT. lADT, AGR (Title 32) or other equivalent training; alsofor pay, allowances. clothing, subsistence, and navel for training duty of ROTC. clothing, subsistence, and travel fortraining duty of ROTC, AFHPSP and Chaplain Candidate Program. The RPA and NGPA appropriation is an annualappropriation available for obligation for one scal year.

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE. ARMY NATIONAL GUARD (OMARNG) AND OPERATION AND MAIN-TENANCE, ARMYRESERVE (OMAR): Operation and maintenance, including training. organization and administra—tion. of the RC; salaries for full time personnel; repair of facilities and equipment; hire of passenger motor vehicles;travel and transportation; care of the dead; recruiting; procurement of services. supplies and equipment, and communicavLions. TheOMAR ANDOMARNG appropriation is an annual appropriation available for obligation for one scal yearonly.
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INFORMATION

A! the CONUSA level. all information is managed by the Deputy Chief of Staff for Information Management

(DCSIM).

The duties associated with this staff directorate include:

s. Establish policy guidanCe and coordinatewith coordinating‘ Advise and assistMS. SI, ARNG and USAR activitie
(DOIM) w resolve processing problems' asand/or supporting installation Directors of Information Management

required.

‘ Supervise the information programs of subordinate commands.

‘
. develo information systems.‘ Prepare and disseminate trainingmanuals and documentation ofSecond U.S Army ped

' ti s stems,’ Provide user training on the use of standard Second U.S. Army ADP andWP equipmem and Opera “E Y

- t ‘ ‘ ‘ f for the‘ PrOVide system analysis and development support to meet information requu'emems “19mm“ by ‘he 5m
headquarters and subordinate activities.

‘ Maintain all standard information system software used within Second U.S. Amw-

‘ Previde a clearing house for all information requrrements and inmatives wtthtn Second U y

Center Level Application System (CLAS)

developed in FOCUS. lt is a data base managementCLAS is a FORSCOM 8mm microcompuwr applicauon
and uaining which will allow the unit to perform manySystem supporting personnel, logistics, operations,mobilization,

0f the administrative tasks in an automated mode.

412 E Cmd, 87thCLAS has been elded to units within gist, 120th and tasm ARCONEE. $1261Zfigégffaa 100% D15 (Tug).MAC. and 108th Div (Tug); elding to units is currently being done for e

Unit Level Administration System (ULAS)
' ' ' ' data base management and word processingThe Unit Level Administration System (ULAS) is a system of integrated

any damned wmmme needs of uni! levelles driven by a customized menu and macro pray-ants. ULAS is specrcd
rmssing documents me] manage-adminisu-ative tasks centering around inventorymanagement, standard wor p , perso

merit, and training schedules.

Specically. ULAS offers the following features:

Inventory Management

‘ MTOE Inventory System‘ Inventory Repons by Property Class

Word Processing

' Standard Memorandum’ Request for Promotion' Unsatisfactory Letter
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Personnel Management

‘ Form 2A. 23. and 2C Qualicau'on Records‘ Personnel Dam Base‘ Unit Manning Roster‘ Alcn Roster

Training

‘ Personnel Training Schedule‘ Requwt for Training Form 1058

Reduction in Administrative Workload.
Management Idormalion Control System Programs (RAW/MlCS)

The Reduction in Administrative Workload Program (RAW) at the HQDA level was de-emphasized and convened
to the Reduction in Unit Publications (RUP) Program upon the issue of AR 25-30. The Army Integrated Publishing and
Printing Proyam, 28 February 1989.

Second U.S. Army is retaining an active RAW programLof its own by combining it with theMICS program. Objectives
of the proyam are to reduce training disuactors by eliminating and/or combining reporting and recordkeeping
requirements.

A list of all 2A Recurring Repons can be obtained from 2A Pam 25-9. dated December 88.

Internal Control Program (ICP)

Internal Control homm (ICP) is designed to provide assurance for Amy commanders that applicable laws.
regulations and policies are followed. transactions are carried out as authorized, resourses are safeguarded from
unauthorized use and that resources are managed effectively and efciently.

AR l 1-2 is the reference regulation and the DCSIM serves as the proponent for internal conuols at the CONUSA.

Employee Support for the Guard and Reserve

The President established a committee to provide employer support to the ARNG and USAR in June 1972. This is
important for although laws protect employees that participate with the RC, many times negative attitudes can result
from the employer.

This committee works to continually develop public understanding of the RC and encourage employers to maintain
personnel policies and practices which facilitate employee membership in the RC.

Reference: 2A Reg l40—2 (Appendix .l)

Civilian Aides to the Secretary of the Army (CASA)

A civilian aide is an adviser to the Secretary of the Army, the Chief of Staff. and the Army Commander within whose
geographical area ofmilitary jurisdiction the Civilian Aide lives.

'

The civilian aide's mission includes interpretation to the civilian community of the Army‘s mission and objectives,
and interpretation of the civilian community‘s point of view on Army—connected matters, orientation of the civilian
community in the traditions. purposes. and policies of the U.S. Army, in its methods of operations. its requirements.
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thin the national defense structin'e: recommendations and assistance toward
and its relau'onship with its sister servrceswi

tween me civilian community and me US- Army.
me goal of attaining maximum understanding and cooperan‘on be

The Secretary ofthe Army selects civilian aides on the basis ofdemonstrated patriotism. interest
igftheemAbrrrancyiynzugael:

' ' ‘ ‘ ' ' ' '

the Army as a means° f 1 dershi , and abilit to disseminate informauon about
r I _ I I ~ g

uitgerfsteaitsdligalofetite Arm‘y. He selth them for two-year terms. and they serve at his discretion'wrllliouéspathGivrlian

aides represent every state and Army area, the Disn‘ict of Columbia. Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin ls an ,an uam.

ian Aide Progam through amilitary staffofcer and maintains direct
The sea-em 0mm Amy adminisms meCM!

ders and their public affairs ofcers main' tain close liaison
811d acu've contact with each civilian aide. Army comman
With the civilian aides in their respecu've areas.

Reference: AR l-l5
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ORGANIZATIONS AND ASSOCIATIONS

While not pan of the fonnai RC Management structure. numerous organizations and associations exist which offer
benets and services to ARNG and USAR members. Many of these organizations are active in proposing supporting
legislation considered benecial. A few of the organizations and associations are:

The Nan'onal Guard Association of the United States (NGAUS). NGAUS presently has about 50,000 members,
Membership is open to all ofcers and warrant ofcers who served in the federally recognized status with either the
Army or Air National Guard. A full-time staff maintains liaison with key Congessmen and staffers. with DOD, and
with DA. The NGAUS sta’ provides studies and other data, testies before Congress or arranges testimony by
members. works with the press. and is very active in any area concerning the ARNG.

The Enlisted Association of the National Guard of the United States (EANGUS). EANGUS has about 30.000
members who are enlisted Army and Air National Guardsmen.

The Rserve Ofcers Association (ROA). Chartered by Congress in 1922, the ROA has over 120,000 members.
Every commissioned and warrant ofcer of the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines or Coast Guard. active or retired, is
eligible. ROA headquarters works closely with Congress. as well as with state and local governments.
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The Inter-Allied Confederation of Reserve OfcersagCIOR). (23:321.: {Drieufrgttiglgrteplmezysgtfelezmigg
. . . . . . cacountries wnh Reserve Forces. This organization acts in an “scam; competitions in Shoog (small arms). ObsmdeNATO countries. Italso annually sponsors team and individual m

courses. utility swimming. and orienteering.

hiding former enlisted) ofall military serv?ces.
pporting the primary goal of national de ense

trained NCO Corps in the RC.
The Reserve Enlisted Association (REA). All enlisted members (inc

active. reserve. or retired. are eligible for membership. ln addition .to su

(see RCA), this organization's purpose is to facilitate a more effective, boner-
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